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A national automobile service franchise company with more than 500 locations, engaged Tortal in 2013 to 
analyze, refine and redesign the instructor-led training it offers to new franchisees through its company 
University

The Challenge

Only 20% of new franchisees were generating $1 million in business during their first year of operation. Company 
leaders retained Tortal to review the company’s training programs to help all franchisees achieve greater revenues. 

Tortal identified a range of key business activities that the most successful new franchisees were using to quickly 
generate high profits. We predicted that if those best practices were identified and taught in the early training 
lessons for all new franchise owners, many more than 20% of them would hit the $1 million mark.

Example: One New Training Lesson Produces an Improvement of 15%

When Tortal began to observe operations at different locations, we discovered that employees were answering 
the phone in nine different ways. Some associates said “Hello” without identifying the company. Some simply 
said, “Yo!” Still others were answering the phones quite professionally with statements like, “Thank you for 
calling [business name].” 

Tortal worked with the franchise to devise a new script for associates to use when answering the phones and 
scheduling service appointments. It began by having employees answer the phone by saying, “Thanks for calling 
[business name], the Nation’s Top Body Shop, this is _______ speaking.  Are you calling to make an appointment 
for an estimate?”  Following the greeting, the script presented a structured, customer-centric sequence of 
questions for associates to ask callers. 

The new script achieved excellent results. In franchises where employees had taken a training session that taught 
them to use it, the result was an immediate 15% increase in the number of service appointments achieved from 
incoming calls. Tortal and the automobile service franchise began to use that training session in their Online 
University and that increase was realized organization-wide.
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Tortal Reviews All Facets of Training

As year 2015 begins, Tortal is working with the automobile service company to identify and train a broad range 
of best practices across the organization. Most, if not all, are already resulting in documented increases in 
franchise profits. 

Some of the new training initiatives include:
•	 The teaching of proven sales techniques to all franchise associates.

•	 A new emphasis on aligning training with current marketing campaigns and advertising.  

•	 The creation and use of a Daily Blueprint plan for the training that each new employee experiences.

•	 Training that incorporates more HOT (Hands on Training) exercises than it did before.

•	 A review and revision of the company University Training Workbook.

•	 A redesign of the overall training curriculum to support more effective spaced learning

http://www.tortal.net/wordpress/training-assessment

